Westbury Lodge, Eltham.

9 Nov 97.

dear Prof. Spencer,

You write Meade I am dead and buried. But I am still alive.

I kick my heels in the air.

hand with a ladder. Oh what a climate this is! I only got back a principal ago and

found your letter of the 16 Aug.

I am waiting for me. In the first

place many thanks for the

Note: Pl 354 - No 10. This is one of

three large, "6 in wide" stone

axes used mainly for splitting

wood. From Queensland.

Pl: 355. No8 Melolobit of the

is Victoria.

Bunya Mountains. I. 1309.

Very many thanks for the
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Very many thanks for the
yet bruised me at times, but their little difficulty to get started are less being in the winter so long. Haddon has left off The Times and I have started an account of February. It is a pity, a pity not some ten known feet of the world as he seems to have done those stories so nicely when he was there before.

With reference to the 'Warrunga' refer to Shelley & Reiss "Hercules of Acon" pl. 32.

I am glad to hear you work keenly. I sincerely hope you will find no difficulties in finding a good teacher.

I had a very good time whilst the way was clear and a considerable amount of fresh material was also collected which of some few things in Sydney & N.S.W.

Sort these if you want information, to write to me I will do my best.

Yours ever C. H. Read & F.A.

The British Museum
London W

With the kindest remembrances

[Signature]